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INTERIM REPORT

LA PRELE LEVEL III DEVELOPMENT PLAN
WYOMING WATER DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION

BACKGROUND
Department of Administration and Fiscal Control's Request for
Proposal No. 010-N, for professional service required to conduct a!Level
III Development Plan for La Prele, was heavily dependent upon the Soil.
Conservation Service's Watershed Canal Rehabilitation Report dated
Novemh~r, 1980.
In its response to that R.F.P., Nelson Engineering noted
that there was not unanimous agreement among members of the irrigation
district as to the need for all of the items of work proposed. Nelson
Engineering's proposal contained two alternatives, one of which was strict
conforwity to the scope of services as presented in the R.F.P. After
being selected as consultant for the project, the resulting contractual
arrangewent between Nelson Engineering and W.W.D.C. is still based on
approximate conformance to scope of service dating back to the S.C.S.
report. The contract was agreed to at the W.W.D.C. meeeting in Buffalo,
October 6, 1982, and was approved as to form and execution on October 12,
1982.
SCllEDULE
One of the first tasks required of the contract is preparation of a
Critical Path Schedule. The Schedule was prepared, submitted to W.W.D.C.,
and received approval on November 4, 1982. It is included herein as
Attachment A, and upon examination you will find it contains a listing of
41 tasks and 22 deadline dates necessary to complete the project by
October 1, 1983.
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WORK PROGRAM
Contact regarding the project has been made with the followiny
agencies; however, this listing is intended to be representative and not
necessarily all inclusive:
AGENCY

DATE

NATURE OF CONTACT

s.c.s.
s .c. s.

10/ 7/82
10/18/82
10/14/82
10/ 5/82

To discuss background information.
To pick up available project data.
To request project maps and data.
To verify land ownership map.
To obtain Water Rights information.
G &F Designated their coordinator.
Inform G &F of intended aerial
photography.
Meeting w/Bob Luce in Glenrock.
Annual Meeting attended by Bob Luce.
Verify Water Rights information.
Maintain status reporting.

Bur. Rec.
County Assessor
State Engineer
Game &Fish

Water Commissioner
W.W.D.C.

9/29/62
10/ l/D2
11/10/82
11/20/82
11/13/62

Numerous

On October 12, Nelson Engineering representatives attended a
meeting of the Board of Directors, Douglas Reservoir Water Users
Association. ~ status report was given and request for access made. The
board assisted by writing their letter· of 10/13/82, which, together with
the Nelson Engineering letter of 10/14/82, was sent to all shareholders of
the District. The letters are included as Attachment B.
On October 19, 20, 21, 22 an engineer's field reconnaissance was
conducted of the irrigation system. Three engineeers walked all 63 miles
of canals and laterals not designated as "on-farm" conveyance. Each Farm
Turn Out, Lateral Turn Out, check, drop, or similar structure was
examined. All bridges or other structures were examined. Soil types and
possible points of excess seepage were noted, as were places of soil
erosion. Ditch dar,1aye, conyestion, and phreatophyte encroachr11cnt were al 1
1~ted.
The reconnaissance resulted in a complete inventory of the system.
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Upon completion of the Engineer's Reconnaissance, an aerial mapping
program was planned and flown. EN}I Mapping of Logan, Utah, conducted
aerial photography November 5th and 6th, using flight lines and altitudes
prescribed. Contact prints were furnished to Nelson Engineering on
November 12.
From the aerial photography, a control survey was planned, and on
the week of Nov. 29 was completed. Nelson Engineering crews, working with
our subcontract consultant, Joe Popp, physically measured distances between photo-identifiable points so that the photography can be enlarged
into accurate plan sheets~
In meetiny with the water coliTnissioner, in interviewing a
ditchrider, in meetings with the water users and Board of Directors of the
district, and finally, in conversation with S.C.S. engineers, always the
issue of "what is most important to build" came up. After the Engineer's
Reconnaissance, even Nelson Engineering engineers could not agree on which
elements of construction would do the most good for the most people.
Several points were clear; everything that needed to be done couldn't be
afforded; what needed to be done wasn't exactly as presented in the S.C.S.
report and the D.A.F.C. request for proposal; in order to make best
utilization of finances (either from the irrigation district or
anticipated from the state) some system of priorities had to be developed;
measuration and distribution control of water is not possible under
current conditions; water loss, and therefore efficiency calculations are
at best an educated guess because measuration and distribution control are
I
not currently possible.
In working with this district, its leaders and people, one becomes
acutely aware of an overriding concern. The problem dwarfs all others in
comparison. That problem is ·the amount of water available. This district
historically functions on partial allocations of water. It is mandatory
to correctly up-grade the system efficiency.
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It is necessary to develop a system of priorities in order to
•
insure that money is intelligently allocated, that selection of one
element of work over another is defendable, and that the improvements that
are ultimately built impartially benefit the most users across the
district.
Nelson Engineering is on schedule with our contractual work
proyram. It would be possible for us to follow the balance of schedule,
as presented on Attachment A, to the letter. We would thereby fulfill our
contract and present plans and specifications to the W.W.D.C •• However,
because of the questions enumerated in the last two paragraphs, we do not
feel that this would be the best service to the district, nor to the Water
Development Commission. In the "Reconnendations" section of this report,
we will present an alternative which deviates significantly from a strict
following of the work program as presented.

FINDINGS
Most of the La Prele irrigation system was constructed prior to
1920, and has had very minimal maintenance since that time. One S.C.S.
engineer termed it a "worn-out system". Our engineer's reconnaissance
revealed several important factors.
Control of the distribution of water and the measuring devices that
make good control possible are seriously lacking. There is no accurate
method of sµlittiny water between the West Side Canal and its lateral, between the West Side and the East Side, nor between the canals and senior
downstream rights. Many Farm Turn Outs (FTO's) from both the canals and
laterals have no method of measuring the amount of water released.
Several styles of turn outs exist, including controlled head orifice,
uncontrolled head gates and slide gates on corrugated metal pipe. Locking
the position of gates to maintain a correct flow is not practiced. The
S.C.S. work program correctly focused on this serious inadequacy of the La
Prele irriyation syster11. Pages 7 and 8 illustrate only bm of the many
types of ~leasuriny and distribution control problem.
4

Losses do occur from the system. There are obvious locations of
seepaye; however, any atte111pt to quantify seepage is at best a guess.
Trees, willows, thistles, weeds, and moss all detract from the efficiency
of the syster.1 but again, it is iMpossible to quantify the effect they havE!
on efficiency. Bureau of Reclamation engineers estimated the overall
system efficiency at .±. 65~. Soil Conservation Service estimates placed it
at about 50%. Both estimates were based on rough guess as to the vertical
permeability of water through general classification of soils, without
benefit of actua 1 µerr11eabi 1ity tests. Both estimates were arrived at
without benefit of any actual measure of quantity of water loss. Both
methods give only generalized estimates of water loss to phreatophytes or
evaporation. Loss of water and system efficiency are a very serious
prob 1er,1. In order to spend money i nte 11 i gently, and to do the best job
possible in conserving the water available, this aspect of the planned improvements must be studied more thoroughly. Pages 9 and 10 illustrate
water loss and efficiency problems.
The third general category of problem was found to be erosion.
Eerosion Llost prevalently occurs at an uncontrolled drop. The system has
many. Normally the erosion has progessed downward to the underlying sha 1e
layers where it has stabilized somewhat. It is only a re-occuring problem
at start-up of irrigation in the spring, or during major changes of flow.
Erosion adds to the sediment load of the ditches. The sediment then
deposits itself at the first opportunity when the ditches f latter1 out and
the flow velocity decreases. These flatter portions of ditches which
follow an erosion area invariably need cleaning on an annual basis. This
contributes yreatly to the operation and maintenance costs of the
distri~t.
Payes 11 and 12 illustrate erosion.
Tunnel No. 2, in the upper portion of Main Canal, has been a consistant maintenance µroblem. It has to be cleaned about every second year
(and is undergoing a cleaning.process at this writing) at a cost of
$10,000 to $15,000. Solution of this problem is a part of the scope of
service, and because of the high maintenance costs should recieve high
priority. The other two tunnels are not causing excessive maintenance
expenditures, and therefore will receive lm·1er priorities.
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Finally, the district has asked Nelson Engineering to Gomrnent on
the Panhandle Eastern agreement. Although any in-deµth study of the
situation is definitely outside the scope of our current agreement, we
feel obligated to sumr.larize our very limited findings on the subject. It
is presumed that all significant points of agreement covering Panhandle's
obliyation to repair the La Prele Dam in exchange for approximately 25% of
its storage right are conm1on knowledge. Our findings are:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Although r.iembers of the irrigation district originally
believed that the agreement with Panhandle resulted in a
straight 75/25 split of storage, it now appears that
contract provisions allow for a significant reduction of the
percentage of water available to the district and an
increase of the percentage available to Panhandle in low
water years.
Under current ownership by industry, rights to the water
could suffer a prolonged period of non-use because, as
Panhandle has found, it is not economically justifiable.
The specter of loss of the water through forced abandonment
proceedinys becomes possible.
In general, Panhandle and the district have enjoyed a good
working relationship. Panhandle has been a "Good Neighbor"
and has honored its cornrnittments. They are a known rnemuer
of the community. However, abandonment of its coal
gasification project now forces Panhandle to offer its water
rights program in the Douglas area for sale. A sale of
Panhandle interest to some unknown third party is extrer.1ely
frightening to the Douglas Reservoir Water Users
Association.
Elsewhere in this report, we have mentioned the prevailing
shortaye of irrigation water felt by the Association. A
normal mode of operation requires fractional apportionment
of the water ava.ilable among irriyators. It would only seem
prudent that some method be found whereby the Association
and Panhandle could exchange assumption of financial
obligation for return of the water to the lands for which it
was originally appropriated. Financial assistance fror.1 the
state wou 1d be necessary to accornp 1i sh this goa 1.
6

FLOW MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL

Example of submerged orifice farm turnout that sets above the channel bottom,
does not have an associated check structure and is badly eroded on the down
stream side. Without a check structure, the depth of orifice submergence
is not enough for accurate measurement.
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FLOW MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL
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Example of a gated pipe farm turnout which is nearly eroded away and has no mea ns
of flow measurement.

EFFICIENCY AND WATER LOSSES

Example of wide channel with sandy bottom which would have high· seepage and
evaporation losses.

0

EFFICIENCY AND WATER LOSSES

Example of a fence crossing the canal which obstructs the.flow of water
and phreatophytes growing in the canal which also obstruct the flow and
add to the evapotranspiration losses, both of which lower the distribution
system efficiency.
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EROSION

Example of erosion under, around and down stream of a ·drop structure.
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EROSION

Example of a lateral turnout and the existing attempt to control erosion

with car bodies.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The construction program should be divided into phases. First
build all measuring and control devices necessary to accurately quantify
water and control its apportionment. An estimate of construction cost is
$983,100.00, as more completely itemized on Attachrnent C. This should be
done in the spring of 1983. During the 1983 irrigation season working
closely with the ditchriders, monitor and study the entire distribution
system. The study would be specifically designed to identify seepage of
water and loss of efficiency. During the winter of 1983, design the
second phase of construct ion based upon a priority system that pro vi des
the most benefit for each construction dollar spent. Such a priority
system would also deterr11ine that the anticipated improvements benefit the
most downstream users.
1.

2. Financially and otherwise, assist the association in
negotiating a settlement with Panhandle Eastern. Such settlement should
return all rights to the Association that were given in return from
Panhandle's assistance in rehabilitation of the La Prele Dam.
3. Develop a financial plan that includes the first phase of construction (outlined in #1), assistance in a settlement with Panhandle
(outlined in #2), and anticipated assistance in planned, prioritized improvements to the system.
4. Recognize that engineering assistance to agriculture in general
is an on-going requirement, as witnessed by years of federal help through
S.C.S. Specifically to the Douglas Reservoirs Users Association, the
on-yoing nature of engineering work required is even more pronounced.
Their problems are such that they should not be addressed as a "one shot
deal". Recognizing this, pro~ide such modifications of the engineering
contract as are necessary to allow the consultant to correctly assist the
Association as outlined above. This will provide for continuity of
representation and understanding of the overall problems.
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ATTACHMENT B [2 pages]

ALN/sjw
-......... 82-27 3-1

;

·--·---~'

October 14, 1982

Dear Landowner:
NELSON ENGINEERING has been hired by the State of Wyoming Water
Development CorTITlission to study and design improvements to the
Douglas Reservoir Water Users Association irrigation system. It
will be necessary for us to make some field investigations and
surveys of the existing structures and ditches.
We plan to be in the area starting the week of October 18, 1982, and
should be through by December 1, 1982. The engineers and surveyors
will be working in the area of the canals and ditches; however, we
may need access through your property to reach the ditch.
We would appreciate your cooperation with this improvement project,
ano welcome any suggestions or corrvnents concerning the adequacy of
the existing distribution system.
Tt1ank you.

Albert L. Nelson
President, Nelson Engineering
P.S.

Enclosed is a copy of a letter from Lee Moore, Chairman of the
Douglas Reservoir Water Users Association
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Dougltu Rese"'oir Water Users Association
P.O. Box 115
Douglas, Wyoming 82633

(

October 13, 1982

TO WHO IT MAY CONCERN:

Nelson Engineering has been appointed by the wyoming Water Development
Commission and approved by the Board of Directors to do an engineering
study with regards to rehabilitating our ditch system.
In order to facilitate them, they have requested that we give them
access to our distribution system and surrounding related areas while
studying the project.

The Board of Directors whole-heartedly endorses

this study and would like to inform all those under the system that
work wi 11 be initiated by them in the near future.

l

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact one of the directors,
or the secretary.

Lee Moore
Chairman of the Board
Directors:
Leon Chamberlain
Lee Moore
Dick Strock
Walt Nicholson
Mike Anderson
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ATTACHMENT C
SUMMARY OF COSTS TO CONSTRUCT
FLOW MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL DEVICES
FOR THE LA PRELE IRRIGATION DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Main Canal
Lateral No. 1
Lateral No. 2
Lateral No. 4
Lateral No. 5
Lateral No. 6
Lateral No. 7
Lateral No. 8
Lateral No. 9
Latera 1 No. 11
West Side Ditch
West Side Lateral
SUB-TOTAL
Resident Inspection and
Quality Control •
TOTAL

$317,600
46,500
117 ,300
69,000
18,900
66,000
40,700
25,200
40,900
10, 100
83,300
77,400
$912,900
70,200

$983,100

SUMMARY OF COSTS TO LINE TUNNEL NO. 2
Estimated Construction Cost
Resident Inspection and
Quality Control
TOTAL

16

$428,000
37,000
465,000

INTERIM REPORT
LA PRELE LEVEL III DEVELOPMENT PLANS
REVISION: January 3, 1983
SUPPLEMENTARY RECOMMENDATIONS

The interim report was presented to the WWDC on December 16, 1982, and has
been reviewed by the Wyoming Water Development Commission, their staff, and
John Bereman. Discussions during the presentation and review made it
evident that some revisions and detailed explanations were needed to clarify
the recommendations. Qualified recotnlilendations corresponding to those
originally given are as follows:
ORIG.
REC. NO.

ADDITIONAL COMMENT

1)

Because of the legislative process and subsequent time frame
allowed, it is not probable that the flow measuring and control
devices could be constructed in the Spring of 1903. However, the
flow Monitoring and control structures - and the tunnel - remain
the ~ priorities for construction; therefore, it is recommended
tha~ design of these items continue.
A seepage and water loss
efficiency study is necessary to adequately prioritize and/or
design a) pipe drops or siphons; b) canal enlargement, re-routing,
or lining; c) regulatory reservoir (Chamberlain Reservoir) repair;
d) maintenance roads; and e) canal crossings. Therefore, it is
recomwended that the design of these items be delayed until after
the seepage and water loss efficiency study - made during the 1983
irrigation season - is complete.

2)

No additional comment.

3)

The financial plan should, in addition to the original recommendations, include a survey of potential federal prograr.1s that could
provide financial assistance to the Douglas Reservoir Water User's
Association. The financial plan should be completed before the
end of the 1983 irrigation season, so that the information can be
utilized by the WWDC, the Douglas Water Reservoir User's
Association, and Nelson Engineering to prioritize the design and
construction of the iteriis discussed in Recommendation No. l
Add it iona 1 Comment.

4)

Modify the contract for services between Nelson Engineering
(consultant), and the Wyoming Water Development Commission
(WWDC), as follows:

...

a)

Delay the engineering design of the pipe drops or siphons;
canal enlarge111ent, re-routing, or lining; regulating reservoir
(ChamLerlain Reservoir) repair; maintenance roads, and canal
crossings until after the 1983 irrigation season.

b)

Continue the design of flow-monitoring structures, check
structures, turnout structures, and tunnels.

Supplementary Recommendations, Continued
Page 2

c)

During the 1933 irrigation season, have the consultant
(working with the ditch riders) monitor and study the main
distribution system. The study would be specifically designed
to identify seepage of water and loss of efficiency.

d)

Based on the recommendations of the seepage study and
financial plan, and with concurrence of the Douglas Reservoir
Water User's Association and the WWDC, have the consultant
proceed with the design of the recommended items delayed in
4.(a) on the previous page.
·

e)

Extend the date for submittal of the final report and
completion of construction drawings and specifications to
December 15, 1983 •

